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Shroud Related Videos and Audios  
September 30, 2021 

 
The Shroud of Turin w/ Dr. Wayne Phillips - Sacred Heart Church, Tampa – September 16, 2021 – 
Video (50:33) – Here is the online description: “A Vatican-recognized authority on the Shroud, a Member 
of the Shroud Science Group, and a Sacred Heart Academy graduate, Dr. Wayne Phillips provides an in-
depth look at the history and study of the Shroud of Turin during a special presentation sponsored by 
Sacred Heart's Bible Study Ministry.” 
 
Inside the Vatican's Writers’ Chat: The Holy Shroud with Mr. James Bertrand - Urbi et Orbi 
Communications – September 13, 2021 (Recorded in July) – Video (1:18:40) – Here is an excerpt from 
the online description: “Mr. Bertrand joins us for a Writers’ Chat to discuss the article he wrote for our 
Inside the Vatican magazine on the relationship between the Shroud of Turin and the Holy Fire: 
https://insidethevatican.com/magazine/are-the-holy-fire-and-the-shroud-of-turin-related/...” 
 
Ahmadiyya Viewpoint – Jesus and Crucifixion Part 1 – Guidance2Truth – September 7, 2021 – Video 
(8:40) – Here is the online description: “Hazrat Mirza Tahir Ahmad (rh) explains the miracles of the 
Shroud of Turin and the Ahmadiyya (Muslim) viewpoint of its existence.” 
 
A documentary about the Tablecloth said to have been used at Jesus' Last Supper – Rome Reports 
in English – August 29, 2021 – Video (2:10) – Trailer for a video documentary by Rome Reports. Here 
is a brief description: “The Sacred Tablecloth of Coria was brought back into public awareness in the year 
2000, after being stored away for more than 200 years.” [Editor’s Note: No, this is not about the Shroud 
of Turin although the Shroud and the Jacksons are mentioned. Here is a link to a 2014 Spanish language 
article about the Coria cloth: El mantel de Coria y la Sábana Santa se hicieron a la vez by Jaime 
Lazaro – January 5, 2014 – El Mundo. The Coria tablecloth and the Shroud were made at the same 
time (English translation by Joe Marino).] 
 
40 Years of Shroud Science – Barrie Schwortz – Sankt Marien Wädenswil – August 15, 2021 – Video 
(1:11:44) – Online Vortrag "Highlight" der Ausstellung "Wer ist der Mann auf dem Tuch?" (Online lecture 
"Highlight" of the exhibition "Who is the man on the cloth?") – Zoom presentation made in English with 
consecutive translation into German – Keynote address on opening day of the 40 day exhibition in 
Switzerland. 
 
Shroud Solo Show (Part 11B)- Kersten & Gruber Painting Emulsion & "Boiling" Techniques – 
Real Seeker Ministries Podcast with Dale Glover – August 14, 2021 – Video (55:20) – Dale continues 
to explore the various skeptical theories regarding the image formation of the Shroud. Here is an excerpt 
from the online description: “Discovering some old S&S gold from my 2018 solo series on the Shroud of 
Turin; in preparing for my RSM Shroud solo show revival, I discovered 2 long since forgotten about 
episodes on the Shroud that I recorded during my time as co-host on S&S back in October of 2018.  ” 
 
 
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K91jWtBTOFo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TC2IsrGncoc
https://insidethevatican.com/magazine/are-the-holy-fire-and-the-shroud-of-turin-related/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5vy2mzOW3C8&t=451s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PYnEXDD_wco
https://www.elmundo.es/cronica/2014/01/05/52c7e3e322601d13098b456d.html
https://www.shroud.com/pdfs/Coria.pdf
https://www.shroud.com/pdfs/Coria.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-M9-oW4k6XY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TpUO4f6tQrk
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Shroud Solo Show (Part 11) - Sunlight-Based Hypotheses (Proto-Photo, Shadow & Solar Reflex 
Models) – Real Seeker Ministries Podcast with Dale Glover – August 7, 2021 – Video (1:30:10) – Here 
is an excerpt from the online description: “In Part 11, I continue my analysis of the various "Ordinary 
Artistic" image-forming mechanisms/hypotheses, specifically focusing on hypotheses based on the 
involvement of sunlight as the image-encoding mechanism. There are three fundamental types of such 
hypotheses; The Medieval Proto-Photograph (Proto-Photo) models (Picknett & Prince and Nicholas 
Allen), Nathan D. Wilson's "Shadow" model and finally, Serge N. Mouraviev's Solar Reflex model…” 
 
The Holy Face of the Shroud of Turin in Iconography w/ Shroud Scholar Pam Moon – Spiritual 
Strength Catholic – August 5, 2021 – Video (1:01:47) – Pam delivers a passionate, well-researched 
presentation on the Holy Face. Also available is a link to Pam’s Presentation Slides (not shown in the 
video). 
 
Shroud Wars - Dr. Cheryl H. White vs. Hugh Farey – Real Seeker Ministries Podcast with Dale 
Glover – July 30, 2021 – Video (1:22:39) – Here is the online description: “I'm joined by Christian co-
host Caleb Jackson to moderate a discussion between Shroud skeptic Hugh Farey and Medieval historian 
Dr. Cheryl White to discuss the evidence for and against the Shroud of Turin.” An audio only version 
(1:23:10) is also available. 
 
The Jesus Microbiome - Has Science Finally Figured Out How the Image on the Shroud was 
Formed? – Mercy Unbound with Dr. Bryan Thatcher – July 27, 2021 – Video (33:19) – Interview 
with Stephen Mattingly, Ph.D. Here is an excerpt from the online description: “In today’s podcast I'm 
joined by Dr. Stephen Mattingly, PhD, author of The Jesus Microbiome and How Skin Bacteria Created 
the Image on the Shroud of Turn. We explore the possible origin of the image on the Shroud of Turin, and 
the microbiology behind his hypothesis…”  [Editor’s Note: Since the method described by Dr. Mattingly 
is a contact-only mechanism, his results included distortions not found in the Shroud image. Also, his 
method does not encode spatial data (3-D information) like that documented on the Shroud]. 
 
How Jesus Was Wrapped In Shroud of Turin & Sudarium – Good Shepherd Films – July 23, 2021 
– Video (8:32) – Here is an excerpt from the online description: “…This video addresses the most often 
repeated biblical passages posted by skeptics that according to them are "proof" the shroud is fake and 
renders them completely invalid arguments. THERE ARE NO PASSAGES IN THE BIBLE THAT 
PROVE THE SHROUD IS FAKE! ...”   
 
The Shroud of Turin in the Light of Faith & Science – Fr. Andrew Dalton – July 17, 2021 – Video 
(1:38:51) - Sponsored by Asian Patrons of the Arts in the Vatican Museums – This is a recording of 
Lecture #6, part of an online webinar in a Harmony in Faith and Science series and begins with an 
introduction to the event by the moderator. The section on the Shroud begins at 4:26. 
 
Christ's Historicity and the Shroud – Stephen E. Robbins – July 13, 2021 – Video (1:01:48) – Fully 
illustrated onscreen PowerPoint presentation. Here is the online description: “The shroud - a scientific 
mystery that abruptly challenges any current view that Christ did not exist and the New Testament only 
crafted mythology. Further, the possible explanation challenges our conception of Being.” 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_zWEn8jz3rM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_zWEn8jz3rM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jPH_rVFV2Zw&t=968s
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1sfatEOIEGSlmB1S1fiPoQG-U9UlO1aIc/view
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NEuRh6ML8Ms
https://anchor.fm/real-seeker-ministries/episodes/Shroud-Wars--Dr--Cheryl-H--White-vs--Hugh-Farey-e158ikj
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QMsdAg-RPeI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QMsdAg-RPeI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uDRCVLOv1-w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SnR0PHC9D3o
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DM0rm3xkMSM
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What did The Blessed Mother say about the Shroud of Turin at Garabandal? – Catholic Prophecies 
for Our Time – July 9, 2021 – Video (9:48) – Here is the online description: “Taken from the March/April 
2006 issue of the Garabandal Journal. The Case of the Holy Shroud of Turin and what Our Lady said 
about it at Garabandal.” 
 
Shroud of Turin and photography. A history (1898 - 2021) - The real Face of the Shroud (English 
version) – Daniela di Sarra – Oratorio San Francesco Saverio Del Caravita –  May 28, 2021 – Video 
(1:05:02) – Here is an excerpt from the online description: “The video of Daniela di Sarra's lecture on the 
history of Shroud photography, (titled "From the photographic discovery of 1898 to the discovery of 
Bernini's Face"), takes us from the first photo of Secondo Pia in 1898, who discovered the appearance of 
the Man of the Shroud, to the very latest discovery, again due to photography, that the face of the Bust of 
the Savior by Bernini is perfectly taken from the Shroud…” Includes an introduction by Director Alberto 
Di Giglio. Also available in an Italian language version. [Editor’s Note: The video clip of Barrie 
Schwortz played at the beginning of the presentation was excerpted from the program titled “He Is the 
Image of the Invisible God” produced by the Chemin de Neuf community in France in 2010]. 
 
Dr. Gerard Verschuuren: The Shroud of Turin – Red-C Roundup – May 5, 2021 – Audio (57:07) – 
Here is an excerpt from the online introduction: “On Wednesday May 5, Deacon Mike talked with Dr. 
Gerard Verschuuren about his new book, A Catholic Scientist Champions the Shroud of Turin. Dr. 
Verschuuren is a scientist, writer, speaker, and consultant, working at the interface of science, philosophy, 
and religion. He talked about the history of the shroud and why he believes in its sincerity, along with 
several reasons for believing so. This was an intriguing conversation, especially for those interested in the 
Shroud of Turin, and/or any history buffs!” Shroud interview begins at 15:23. 
 
Who Is The Man Of The Shroud? - Virtual Tour of the Exhibition – Ateneo Pontificio Regina 
Apostolorum – March 30, 2021 – Video (51:34) – Virtual tour of the Shroud exhibit at the Ateneo 
Pontificio Regina Apostolorum presented by Fr. Andrew Dalton. Here is the online description: “Who 
is the man of the Shroud? What is this mysterious cloth, considered by many to be a relic of Jesus Christ 
himself? What does contemporary science say about it? Why does it appeal so intensely to our heart? The 
Exhibition offers an important opportunity to continue the dialogue between Science and Faith.”  
 
The Shroud of Turin Overview! – The Gracious Guest with Mike Creavey – March 28, 2021 – Video 
(35:39) – Here is the online description: “The Shroud of Turin is the most scientifically studied item in 
history, and for countless believers it is none other than the burial cloth of Jesus Christ. Mike can’t wait 
to share with you an overview of the shroud’s history, the alleged debunking of its authenticity after the 
1988 Carbon-14 dating, and the astonishing revelations more recent and thoroughgoing studies have 
uncovered.” 
 
The Mysteries Of The Holy Sepulcher – Docubay – 2013 – Video (52:29) – This free to watch 
documentary mentions the Shroud and includes commentary by Emanuela Marinelli. You can also view 
a recent trailer for the program at this link: What Mysteries Did Christ’s Burial Site Hold?    
 
 
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iulkCz1Bm4Y
https://youtu.be/iNTTTGVPEv8
https://youtu.be/EonVCW1zIfo
https://redcroundup.podbean.com/e/211-drgerard-verschuuren-the-shroud-of-turin/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VUIEC9TiyF0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fu11HX77brw
https://www.docubay.com/the-mysteries-of-the-holy-sepulcher-3335
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4KWi9UbE_D4

